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The Berger Years
Lima Mayor David Berger waves to the crowd during the 2021 Labor
Day parade. He retires from office on Tuesday, Nov. 30, ending a
32-year tenure that saw him become the city’s longest-serving mayor.

“One thing no one
can take away from
Dave Berger as the
mayor of the City of
Lima: He redefined
the work ethic of the
mayor.”

— John Nixon, president
Lima City Council

“One thing about
Berger is he raised
the bar for future
administrations. He
took the city of Lima
and advanced it in a
positive way.”

— Rev. Dr. LaMont
Monford

“I don’t think a lot of people realize
how close the plant was to closing
around 2005 and 2006 during the
BRAC. … Dave was always right
there. Anytime you needed a hand,
he was the first to jump on board
and say ‘let’s go do it.’”

— Keith Deters, former plant manager
of the Joint Manufacturing Center

“He didn’t wait for the right
event before he made his
appearance at this church
or that social event. He
became immersed in the
Black community because
it was the right thing to do.”
— Tony Wilkerson,
Lima councilman

“I sat on numerous
economic and civic boards
with him, and he was
always thinking five steps
ahead. He’s who you think
of when you hear the words
‘I love Lima.’”

— Former Lima schools
Superintendent Karel Oxley
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David Berger, Lima’s longest-serving mayor, finishes 32 years on the job
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Stepping
into politics
Berger entered his first race with no
city hall experience and became one
of Lima’s most skilled politicians
Potts, a black businessman with an
impeccable reputation in the minority
year before
community; and
the 1989
John Timmerman,
election, several
vice president of
local businessmen
approached a
DAVID BERGER the South Side Sav… 1989
ings Bank. They
35-year-old David
called Berger a
Berger and encour“determined individual,”
aged him to run for
one who has “the energy
mayor. Berger had been
with the Rehab Project for and persistence to get
things done.”
12 years at that time and
Berger won 33% of the
was entertaining other job
vote, and Moyer took 28%
opportunities, including
to advance to November’s
working with a couple of
general election. That
national foundations.
The possibility of being victory would see Berger
— with a wife and four
the city’s mayor left him
children at home — quit
intrigued, though.
“I talked with my wife, his job in September at
the Rehab Project to conLinda, who of course is
centrate on the upcoming
a Lima girl. Her parents
were still alive at the time, mayoral race.
“I couldn’t do both, I
and she was the only one
had to choose,” Berger
of her siblings still here,
so I decided to pursue the recalled when sitting
mayor’s job. If I lost, I fig- down with The Lima
ured I still could seek the News for this story. “The
foundation work,” he said. race was all-consuming.
I couldn’t keep my mind
The primary in 1989
on doing the job at the
would see six people
agency. So we decided
staking a claim for the
title of mayor. It included if we’re going to run for
the current mayor, Gene mayor, we had to be clear
about things and pursue it
Joseph, and former
with all the vigor that we
mayor, Harry Moyer.
Joseph had beaten Moyer could bring.”
It paid off.
by four votes in 1985,
Berger cruised to an
which to this day remains
one of the biggest upsets easy victory over Moyer,
in Lima political history. 57% to 43%, to become
Moyer had held the office Lima’s new mayor, a job
he would hold for 32
for three terms.
Three other candidates years before retiring in
December.
also had backgrounds in
“The sense of a need for
city government. Rolland
Smith worked as the pub- change was a major driver
in that first race,” Berger
lic works director. Paul
Mullenhour was the audi- said. “I had worked with
leaders in the community
tor for Lima. Jerry Winkler served on city council for a long time. Rehab
Project was a very wellfor 10 years during the
1970s, the last four as its supported and appreciated organization. And
president.
so, the work we did was
That left Berger alone
as the only one of the six pretty high profile.”
without any experience
working in city hall.
A city in peril
The primary was an
There’s an old saying:
aggressive one with many “Be careful what you wish
ideas and plenty of talk
for.”
about leadership. Berger
In Berger’s case, his
had the backing of some
mayoral victory put him
of Lima’s heavyweights,
in the driver’s seat of a
including Earl McGovcity coming off a decade
ern, the superintendent
of despair.
of Lima Schools; Walter
Job losses and populaBy Jim Krumel

jkrumel@limanews.com

A
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The 1989 primary was David Berger’s first step into politics. It would see six people running for Lima’s mayor, with Berger the only one
with no experience in city hall. The candidates are pictured from left: Rolland Smith, who worked as the public works director; Harry Moyer,
Lima’s mayor from 1973 to 1985; Jerry Winkler, who served on city council for 10 years during the 1970s, the last four as its president; Paul
Mullenhour, the auditor for Lima; Gene Joseph, the current mayor; and David Berger.
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1989 PRIMARY
Lima Mayoral
Candidate
David Berger
Harry Moyer
Rolland Smith
Gene Joseph
Paul Mullenhour
Jerry Winkler

Read more from
The Berger Years at
LimaOhio.com/tag/
berger

tion losses had pounded
Lima. Legacy industries
had either shut down or
left town. Crime was rising, and there was still
an undercurrent of racial
division from the riots
that rocked Lima in the
late 1960s.
Gone were the enthusiastic predictions made
during the 1970s by
people like Robert L.
Tracht of the Lima Area
Chamber of Commerce.
He spoke back then of a
metro area growing to
140,000 by the end of the
1980s and employment
soaring from 59,300 to
more than 70,000 jobs.
His forecast was so
wrong.
The nation’s economy
figuratively and literally
went south as the 1970s
closed. The Midwest
became known as the
Rust Belt as the economies in city after city
were destroyed by job
losses from closed factories.
In no way was Lima
going to be spared.
There was pressure
in Washington, D.C., to
downsize the defense
budget. The ramifications
of that trickled down to
Lima in a big way during
the 1980s and early ’90s.
An estimated 8,800 jobs
were lost. Among them
was Westinghouse, which
once employed 5,000.
It sold to Sundstrand in

Lima / Allen County

CHAMBER
of Commerce

Congratulations on your Retirement!

Mayor Berger
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David Berger, shown during his first year as
mayor in 1990, was in charge of a city that was
wrestling with job loss.

Year
2017
David Berger
Keith Cheney
2013
David Berger
Doug Vermillion
2009
David Berger
Dan Beck
2005
David Berger
Ned Bushong
2001
David Berger
Unopposed
1997
David Berger
Keith Cunningham
1993
David Berger
Tom McNamara
1989
David Berger
Harry Moyer

Votes

Pct.

3,675
3,263

53%
47%

2,503
1,386

64%
36%

4,575
3,632

55%
45%

5,764
1,865

76%
24%

3,406

100%

6,334
3,543

64%
36%

6,892
4,260

62%
38%

6,862
5,092

57%
43%

1992, which eventually
closed in 1996. Ex-cello, which later became
Airfoil Textron, put 1,800
people out of work with
its closure. The tank plant
would go from 4,000
employees to 400.
“Lima was really on
its heels,” Berger said.
“These were huge, huge
losses.”
Skilled politician
The local economy
would be one of the top
issues not only in that
first election but in the
next seven that followed.
As it turned out, Berger
was a natural when it
came to the political end
of the job. Some would
even view him as the most
skilled politician the city
has ever seen.
“He was a skilled manager,” said Ben Rose, a
highly regarded political watcher and former
Republican state representative for Lima from 1973
to 1986. “Berger had an
ability to reach out and
ask for help and was not
afraid to ask anybody and
everybody. He could get
strong support.”
He also wasn’t afraid to

32 years
OH-70262498L

Pct.
33%
28%
15%
13%
7%
4%

GENERAL ELECTION

Thank You for

of commitment!

Votes
3,043
2,659
1,391
1,234
626
402

Denise Hunter | The Lima News

David Berger, with wife, Linda, and 13-year-old daughter Jennifer,
met at the Argonne Hotel with supporters to celebrate his
re-election in 1993.

step on toes, said Heather
Rutz, a former reporter
with The Lima News who
covered county and city
government from 2006 to
2014.
“Dave is a forward
thinker, with ideas about
the economy and technology that are ahead
of many people. And
he’s bull-headed,” Rutz
said. “He often needed
his stubbornness and
perseverance to see something through, because
many times, other people
couldn’t see the potential
that he saw.”

During his first few
years as mayor, Berger
built a reputation that
would follow him throughout his 32 years in office.
He would never stand still
when bad news hit home.
Even when there was no
hope of reversing it, he
fought the battles.
“There certainly are
times when there’s nothing you can do, but there
have also been times that
I think we could respond
… where there was an
opportunity, where we
could make a difference,”
Berger said.

ABOUT THIS SECTION

Jim Krumel

Lima Mayor David Berger will retire on Nov. 30, ending 32 years in office,
the longest tenure of any mayor in Lima’s history. Information for this
section was obtained from The Lima News archives, the Allen County
Museum and from interviews with the mayor and those who have worked
with him. The stories were written by Jim Krumel, who has been with The
Lima News for 28 years, including the last 20 as editor.
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The change agent
Mayor becomes a go-to force
in economic development
n January 1996, British
Petroleum announced it was
Igoing
to close the Lima Refinery,

ending the city’s 112-year
tradition in the oil business. Its
demise would leave a hole in
Allen County’s economic and
tax bases, pinch a school district
and strand hundreds of skilled
workers and countless vendors
and sub-contractors.
The city was knocked to its knees.
What was tragic, however, turned
out to be David Berger’s finest
moment as Lima’s mayor.
Working behind the scenes with
a handful of business leaders, the
mayor put together a task force that
worked non-stop to find a way to
keep the refinery from closing. A
turning point came when they captured the interest of David Stockman, the former director of the
Office of Management and Budget
under President Ronald Reagan,
who now was a partner of the New
York-based private equity company,
the Blackstone Group.
With time running out, the group
was able to get the attention of William C. Rusnack, president of Clark
USA. Clark officials liked what they
saw. Along with several members of
the task force, Clark officials flew
to London on June 1 to discuss a
sale with BP. There was one condition, though: BP insisted the Lima
mayor remain on the other side of
the Atlantic. It wanted the mayor
kept in the dark.
“If word would leak to me, they
would cancel the negotiations,”
Berger said. “The irony was that I
was not just knowledgeable but a
stimulus for their discussion.”
On July 2, 1998 — just months
before the refinery was to shut
down and only 32 days after Clark

Public domain

The stars of “Leave it to Beaver” are from left: Hugh Beaumont,
Tony Dow, Barbara Billingsley and Jerry Mathers. Dow and
Billingsley endorsed David Berger during his first run for mayor.

File photo | The Lima News

The downtown has been a focus of Lima Mayor David Berger throughout his 32 years in
office. It saw the building of a downtown hotel, parking garage and the YMCA. A major
expansion also took place at St. Rita’s Medical Center. Recently, the Rhodes State College
Borra Center for Health Sciences opened.

and BP held their initial meeting
— the headlines in The Lima News
said it all: “Oil refinery rescued Clark USA will keep oil flowing,
jobs growing.”
The “pest” had prevailed.
The major piece of positive news
that had escaped Lima for nearly 20
years had arrived. Lima Refinery
Manager Don Kuenzli called it “a
great day for us and, we believe, an
especially great day for the company and the entire community.”

wise, Allen County fell from a high
of more than 111,000 residents in
1980 to just over 102,000 today.
Having led the effort to save
the Lima Refinery, Berger became
viewed by the community as the
“change agent” who could deliver a
home run.
A confident mayor, meanwhile,
was ready to step to the plate.
There would be hits and misses
— plans to bring life to downtown,
the closing of a prison, initiatives
for job retention, a partnership with
Lima City Schools and the grand
Playing long ball
slam of them all — locating a revoThe business world, however, is
not one to sit idle while people take lutionary energy company on land
once occupied by the Lima Locotheir bows.
motive Works.
By the time the 21st century
arrived, roughly half the 20,000
“There are times when commuindustrial jobs Lima boasted of 50
nity engagement can be effective,
years earlier were gone. The city,
and there are other times when you
which reached a peak population
do battle even though there’s really
of more than 53,000 in the 1970
nothing you can do. You lose, but
census, saw it drop to 35,579 in
the most recent 2020 census. LikeSee CHANGE | 4F

The mayor and the Lincoln

OH-70262501L
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time, knew something
was amiss when his dad
picked up the car.
Berger recalled,
“Michael was in the back,
and he stuck his head up
through the two front
seats as I turned on the
ignition. All these fancy
bells and whistles go on
display, and he’s looking
intently at everything as I
put the car in reverse and
backed out. I eventually
got out onto the street,
and Michael looks at me
and he goes, ‘Dad, are
we stealing this car?’ He
absolutely knew this was
not our style.”

OH-70262502L

When Berger learned
the lease was actually
$500 a month and there
On his first day as Lima was no fixed lease period,
mayor in December 1989, he turned the car in and
was given a 1985 Ford
Dave Berger was handed
the keys to a maroon 1989 Tempo to drive instead.
“I was told the cost of
Lincoln Continental.
the lease was nominal and
He only kept it for
was for a fixed period,” he
about a month.
Having a luxury car was recalled. “The city’s budget was very tight. I could
a perk the city accorded
not justify the expense. …
to the mayor of Lima as
far back as 1982. It came To me, $5,100 a year was
not little or nothing.”
about through a Ford
The mayor wasn’t the
Motor Company special
only person who realized
lease program for governors and mayors who had the car wasn’t for him.
His son Michael, who
a major Ford facility in
was 3 years old at the
their state or city.

By Jim Krumel

‘Leave it to Berger’
to produce television
commercials for Berger’s campaign. Both
Not many candidates Dow and Billingsley
volunteered their time.
can say they had the
endorsement of “Leave To ensure there was no
corporate gift to the
it to Beaver” televicampaign, a cameraman
sion stars Tony Dow
and Barbara Billingsley and audio technician
while running for office. used their own equipment and also volunDavid Berger can.
teered their services.
According to a 1989
Five minutes of
story in The Lima
time was then bought
News, as Berger was
at a cost of $53 from
making his initial run
Universal Studios in
for mayor, he was conFlorida.
tacted by Tony Dow
Dow starred as Wally
and his wife, Lauren.
Cleaver in the popular
The Dows wanted to
TV series that aired
purchase movie rights
to a story about women from 1957 to 1963 and
still can be found on
inmates who were
cable networks today.
rebuilding homes for
Billingsley starred as
the Rehab Project in
June Cleaver.
Lima, of which Berger
Berger recalled, “We
was the director.
The Dows, Billingsley called the commercials
‘Leave it to Berger’
and Berger hit it off.
instead of ‘Leave it to
It wasn’t long after
Beaver.’”
that the Dows offered

By Jim Krumel

jkrumel@limanews.com
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Mike Copeland, president of UAW Local 1219 at the Lima
Ford Engine Plant, addresses a press conference with Lima
Mayor David Berger in 2016. Berger had strong union support
throughout his 32 years in office.

Change
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Non-withdrawal annexation saw Lima annexing land from Perry Township for development of the Gateway Commons Industrial Park, with the
township maintaining property tax and the city picking up income tax.

trial location. It would operate
new technology not yet in use
in the United States. Global
From page 3F
would use a combination of coal
and municipal waste to create
that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t synthetic gas. The gas would
then be used to power a pair of
fight,” Berger said.
turbines that would generate
enough electricity to supply
Global Energy
Dreams can die hard, and that 500,000 homes.
It never came close to
certainly happened with Global
happening.
Energy.
Eighteen years of hope and
The announcement in
November 1999 made for huge unmet expectations saw the
land essentially unused. In
headlines: a Cincinnati energy
2017, the Global dream officialcompany planned to build a
ly ended when the Lima Husky
$500 million power plant at
Refinery purchased the propthe former Lima Locomotive
erty. Today, a concrete footprint
Works, once the home of the
largest employer in the county. of a future building is all that
is present, sitting amongst the
Husky plant manager Jim
weeds like a giant tombstone.
Walpole arranged a meeting
between the owners of Global
Energy and the mayor of Lima. Collaboration
Berger liked what he heard and
While the Global Energy
took it from there.
announcement in 1999 didn’t
Global Energy was to create
pan out, there was another
about 120 jobs in filling the
headline earlier that year that
long-vacant locomotive induswould challenge how well the

city could work with the Lima
school system: The state of
Ohio would pay for most of a
$99.8 million project that called
for building seven new school
buildings and renovating two
others, providing the school
district kick in $10 million to
the project.
A collaborative effort saw
the passage of the levy and
the selection of building sites.
The new Lima Senior building
would be built on one of the
entranceways from Interstate
75 to downtown. It also would
call for the purchase and
demolition of blocks of crimeinfested housing known as
“the Snake Pit.”
“It was the most deteriorated
neighborhood in the city,”
Berger recalled. “There was an
apartment complex that was
really a source of enormous violence, as well as the surrounding blocks that had been abandoned. If you look at everything
that’s happened to improve

that corridor into the city, an
enormous amount of work took
place over an extended period
of time to make it happen.”
Throughout his administration, the downtown has always
been an area of focus. Through
private and public funding, it has
seen the building of a downtown
hotel, parking garage and the
YMCA. A major expansion also
took place at St. Rita’s Medical
Center. And recently, the Rhodes
State College Borra Center for
Health Sciences opened.
Next up is the restoration of
the 147 S. Main St. building to
include restaurant and office
space, as well as the development of a park and amphitheater directly across from the
building on the other side of
Spring Street.
“Until COVID, we’d rebuilt
our economy to its best condition in over 40 years,” Berger
said. “We have downtown
renewal underway. There’s
really an unmistakable sense

we’ve defended a number of
our industries from being
destroyed, such as the refinery
and the tank plant. There are
lots of things I think we’ve been
able to work with folks across
partisan lines to get lots done.”
There were also projects that
only a government official could
truly appreciate.
John Nixon, longtime president of Lima City Council,
credited Berger for working
out a water policy that allowed
growth outside the city limits by providing low-cost
water to industrial sites. He
also acknowledged the lasting effects of non-withdrawal
annexation as a way to help
businesses and subdivisions
grow in townships.
“One thing no one can take
away from Dave Berger as the
mayor of the City of Lima: He
redefined the work ethic of the
mayor,” Nixon said. “Dave is a
hard-working man and puts in a
lot of hours to get things done.”

Congratulations on
32 years, Mayor Berger!

OH-70262485L
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David Berger celebrates after defeating challenger Keith Cheney in the 2017 mayoral election. The 412vote, 53% to 47% margin of victory was the closest of Berger’s eight elections for mayor.

Big-time problems
2008 would be most
challenging year
be his toughest year in
office.
In the confusion of an
ill-planned drug raid,
a group of Lima police
officers who entered a
home were confronted
with attack dogs, firing
shots to stop them. At
that same time, Sgt. Joe
Chavalia saw someone
peeking in and out of a
doorway as he ascended
a stairway. He mistakenly thought he was being
fired upon and shot and
killed an unarmed Tarika
Wilson, who was holding
her 1-year-old baby.
Community anger
boiled. Race was immediately injected into the
situation, with Chavalia
being a white officer
who killed an unarmed
biracial woman. The
city was polarized, with
some rallying around
Chavalia and others
calling him a murderer.
Ministers and AfricanAmerican leaders walked
a line between pleading
for calm and asking for
answers, which were in
short supply for most of
the year because of ongoing investigations.
That lack of information fueled rumors, led
to protests and brought
national attention to
Lima, including a visit
by civil rights leader
Jesse Jackson. He spent
the day in Lima, supporting pastors, registering
high school students to
vote, meeting behind
closed doors with city
officials and preaching
at Philippian Missionary
Baptist Church about
Wilson’s death. Civil
rights leader the Rev. Al

Read more from
The Berger Years at
LimaOhio.com/tag/
berger.

Sharpton and nationally
syndicated radio host
Warren Ballentine called
for a 50,000-person
march, but it never materialized.
“The mistake we made
was not speaking quickly
with what we knew,”
Berger recalled. “The
night of the shooting,
Chief (Greg) Garlock
asked for an outside
investigation from BCI,
and while that was fine,
the problem it entailed
then was that we were
bound by their rules on
confidentiality. And so
for about eight months,
we could not speak
about what transpired.
And that vacuum created
an enormous opportunity for lots and lots of
rumors to develop.”
Berger said he has
since supported a change
in policy with the Lima
police to get information
out “as soon as we can
make sense of it.”
He pointed to body
and cruiser camera
policies enacted by Lima
Police Chief Kevin Martin as a tool for getting
out information more
quickly to the public.
“That’s the single most
important thing we can
do,” he said.

The two people who
came the closest at
election time to ending
Berger’s reign as mayor
were Keith Cheney in
2017 and Dan Beck in
2009. Both ran campaigns deeply rooted in
law-and-order issues.
Beck, a popular Allen
County sheriff in the
1990s and early 2000s,
was a constant critic of
Berger’s, chiding the city
administration for being
soft on crime.
“Dave Berger is good
at bricks and mortar. You
can look at what’s been
done in Town Square
and the downtown area,
and it’s much better
there. But from a quality
of life issues, the culture
of law enforcement did
not change under Dave
Berger,” Beck said last
month.
He sees a police department that is entrenched
in past practices.
“We keep doing things
the same old way. It’s
like the old saying: ‘We
don’t know what we
don’t know.’ We’re good
at doing the feel-good
things like community
policing and neighborhood substations, but you
cannot just go in a neighborhood two to four days
during the daytime and
Crime and critics
expect things will change.
The drug problem that
From 6 o’clock at night
led to Tarika Wilson’s
until 4 in the morning,
death is one the city has
wrestled with for decades. we need to be embedded
in the high-crime areas,”
In that sense, Lima’s
Beck said.
crime problems are no
Cheney took it a
different than those of
step further during his
much larger cities. Drug
campaign.
abuse has gone beyond
“With crime, you
crack cocaine and meth
either pay on the front
to heroin. Disputes are
side or pay on the back
settled with shootings.
And juvenile crime is on
an upswing.
See problems | 6F

Craig Orosz | The Lima News

David Berger would leave it be known he was the mayor for all people in Lima.

OH-70262488L

n Jan. 4, 2008, David
Berger faced the
O
beginning of what would
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side. This administration has decided to pay
on the back side by the
loss of businesses and
by individuals who have
moved out of this city
because they no longer
want to be a part of a
crime-ridden city. The
population has dropped
nearly 8,000 individuals,” he told The Lima
News at the time.
Berger has countered
those arguments with
statistics showing a drop
in violent crime. As for
utilizing non-traditional
methods, he says look no
further than what’s happening on the juvenile
crime front.
“The general focus
that I brought to the
issue of juvenile crime
has been to be supportive of education and
supportive of the kinds
of opportunities that
education can provide
the kids, both in terms
of the academic as well

David Berger was hounded by claims he was soft on crime, something he denied.

as the non-academic
opportunities. The best
way to keep kids out of
trouble is to keep them
busy,” Berger said.
He pointed to a youth
commission that has

been formed.
”We’re focusing on
after-school programming. We want to see that
expanded. You know, as
Judge (Glenn) Derryberry
told us many years ago,

Craig Orosz | The Lima News

the most dangerous time
for children is from 3
p.m. to 7 p.m., every day,
when many of them go
home to houses that are
unsupervised. The intent
is to make certain that we

try to develop and deploy
programming to occupy
kids in that time.”

35. Theo D. Robb
36. Fred Becker
37. George Dyer
38. C.N. Shook
39. Theo D. Robb
(Robb died while in office)
40. Miles Standish
(Served balance of term)
41. R.H. Simpson
42. F.A. Burkhardt
43. C.A. Bingham
(Bingham was city manager)
44. I.C. Brower
(Brower was city manager)
45. Fred C Becker
(Becker was city manager)
46. Allen Metheany

1903-1907
1907-1909
1909-1911
1911-1913
1913-1915

2008 recession
If Berger did one thing
especially well, it was

recruiting and retaining
a talented staff, people
who he said were “willing to spend much of
their professional lives
teaming with me to solve
difficult problems.”
They perhaps were
at their best in guiding
Lima through the Great
Recession of 2008. It
was a period that saw
double-digit unemployment and a gallon of gasoline cross the $4 mark.
The revenue streams of
cities across the nation
dried up.
Ben Rose, the former
Republican state representative, called it one of
Berger’s finer moments.
“Berger did a better
job in running the fiscal
side of government than
anyone in the state,”
Rose said. “Berger saw
the recession coming
and made cuts early
rather than later. It took
guts to do that. His performance as a budget
person in terms of his
own decision-making
was just superb and got
through better than anybody else.”

LIMA’S LEADERS
1. H.D.V. Williams
2. H.F. Hubbard
3. John P. Faye
4. Thomas Dalzell
5. A.N. Smith
6. James Cunningham
7. Thomas Dalzell
8. Thomas Milligan
9. Samuel A. Baxter
10. Thomas Milligan
11. Samuel A. Baxter
12. James Harriott
13. John Melhorn
14. James E. Newell
15. John L. Hughes
16. E.G. Hamilton
17. John R. Hughes

1842-1844
1844-1845
1845-1846
1846-1847
1847-1848
1848-1849
1849-1850
1850-1851
1851-1853
1853-1854
1854-1856
1856-1857
1857-1858
1858-1859
1859-1860
1860-1861
1861-1864

18. Isaac T. Hickman
19. John Collett
20. Thomas M. Rob
21. G.W. Overmeyer
22. Richard Matheany
23. John C. Dunlevey
24. James Townsend
25. Fank Mead
26. H.S. Prophett
27. William McComb Jr.
28. Ira R. Longworth
29. William McComb Jr.
30. James Smiley
31. Samuel A. Baxter
32. H.S. Prophet
33. William McComb Jr.
34. L.H. Rogers

1864-1865
1865-1868
1868-1869
1869-1870
1870-1874
1874-1876
1876-1880
1880-1882
1882-1884
1884-1890
1890-1892
1892-1894
1894-1896
1896-1898
1898-1900
1900-1902
1902-1903

Cenovus Lima Refinery
sends Mayor David
Berger our best wishes
on a well-deserved
retirement.

OH-70262521L

OH-70262514L

Thank you for your
service and your
commitment
to the city and refinery!

1930-1933

47. Frank McLain
48. Allen Metheany
49. William L. Ferguson
50. Stanley A. Welker
51. William L. Ferguson
(Ferguson died in office)
50. Clyde Welty
53. William B. Nungester
(Nungester resigned)
54. Homer F. Cooper
55. Christian Morris
56, Harry Moyer
57. Gene Joseph
58. David Berger
59. Sharetta Smith

1933-1939

Source: Allen County Museum and historical society

1915-1915
1915-1919
199-1921
1921-1926
1926-1930

1939-1943
1943-1944
1944-1949
1949-1953
1953-1959
1955-1961
1961-1964
1964-1965
1965-1973
1973-1985
1985-1989
1989-2021
2021
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PART IV

Lima Mayor David Berger receives a ride in a tank in October as a show of gratitude for his work with the Joint Systems Manufacturing Center.

Photo courtesy of Joint Systems Manufacturing Center

Defining Lima

DID YOU
KNOW…

Berger: Lima’s economic
reach transcends its borders
he 2020 Census Redistricting Data lists
T
Lima as 39th in popula-

tion among Ohio’s 1,215
municipalities.
Its 35,579 residents has
the city ranked behind:
• No. 12 Springfield
(58,662)
• No. 16 Middletown
(54,987)
• No. 18 Newark (49,934)
• No.21 Mansfield
(47,534)
• No. 32 Findlay (40,313)
• No. 37 Marion (39,999)
David Berger doesn’t
buy that. Not at all.
He’ll tell you the comparisons made with those
population numbers don’t
accurately reflect Lima. He
sees Lima as a metro area
that includes American,
Bath, Perry and Shawnee
townships, as well as
Elida. Add together the
populations of each, and
it paints a more accurate
picture of Lima being the
home to more than 76,000
residents.
“Most people driving
through our community
don’t know where the city
begins and the townships
end,” Berger points out.
“If you look at the metropolitan area of Lima,
we’re a community of
nearly 80,00o people. I’ve
always felt that it would
be to our advantage, and
frankly to the advantage
of the other communities
as well, if there was a way
to create a new city that
encompassed the entire
urbanized area.”
He and a group of
people would work on that
concept for 10 years.
“We did it quietly. There
was no publicity about it,”
Berger said. “Ultimately
at the end of that process,
we determined that there
was no absolutely clear
economic case that could
be made to most people. It
was too much of a mixed
bag. And so I stopped.”
Well, sort of.
Years later Berger
worked out a marriage
with Perry Township.
Together, Lima and Perry
had the vital resources
needed to attract industry:
Land in Perry Township
had access to rail and
Interstate 75; Lima could
provide water.
Thus came the pro-

posal from Lima of nonwithdrawal annexation.
It would lead to the city
annexing land from Perry
for development of the
Gateway Commons Industrial Park, with the township maintaining property
tax and the city picking up
income tax.
“We saw it as a win-win
for the Lima area,” recalled
Frank Lamar, who was a
Perry Township trustee at
the time. “Time has shown
it’s worked out.”

lic education and was a
tremendous supporter
of Lima schools,” Oxley
said. “I sat on numerous economic and civic
boards with him, and he
was always thinking five
steps ahead. He’s who you
think of when you hear the
words ‘I love Lima.’”

Believing in diversity
The first time Lima
councilor Tony Wilkerson met Berger was at a
children’s soccer game.
Wilkerson’s daughter and
Berger’s son were on the
‘Big picture guy’
Berger has always been same team.
“We shared some ‘dad
detail-oriented, yet not
conversations’,” Wilkerson
one to get buried in the
said, “and our relationship
minutia. Keith Deters
bloomed from there.”
referred to him as a “big
Wilkerson, who is Black,
picture guy.”
would later co-chair one of
Berger worked closely
with Deters during Deters’ Berger’s campaigns.
12 years as plant manager
No one guides a city
of the Joint Systems Manu- for three decades withfacturing Center from
out bumping heads with
2002 to 2014.
supporters or detractors,
“Our plant was never
and Berger wasn’t an
in Lima city limits, but
exception. But come electhe mayor always suption time, people rallied
ported us. He understood
around him. It was espethe benefits of the plant
cially true in the minority
to the economy of Lima,
community.
from the people who lived
Wilkerson paused to
inside the city and worked ponder why that was so.
at the JSMC, to the many
“I think it was because
vendors and contractors,” he did what he said he was
Deters said.
going to do in terms of
Deters and Berger coassisting the Black comchaired Task Force Lima,
munity,” Wilkerson said.
which included a group
“He wasn’t one to look
of government officials,
for the right time to visit
business leaders and union or interact with the Black
representatives. Deters
community. He didn’t wait
said he couldn’t count the for the right event before
number of times he, Berg- he made his appearance
er and others traveled to
at this church or that
Washington or Columbus
social event. He became
to promote the importance immersed in the Black
of JSMC to national secu- community because it was
rity, let alone its importhe right thing to do.”
tance to Northwest Ohio’s
The Rev. Dr. LaMont
economy.
Monford has been the
“I don’t think a lot of
voice for many Blacks in
people realize how close
Lima as pastor of Philipthe plant was to closing
pian Missionary Baptist
around 2005 and 2006
Church, the city’s largest
during the BRAC,” Deters predominantly Black
said. “It was a very serichurch. He became pasous threat. That task force tor of the church during
played a huge role in preBerger’s first term as
venting a closure from hap- mayor. Their relationpening. Dave was always
ship has been one that is
right there. Any time you
“authentic and honest,”
needed a hand, he was the Monford said.
first to jump on board and
“David was always truthsay, ‘Let’s go do it.’”
ful. I never had a time
Former Lima School
where I couldn’t trust his
Superintendent Karel
word, even when there
Oxley saw the same thing. were disagreements. That
“Dave believed in pubwas very important to me

File photo | The Lima News

Mayor David Berger prays with the founder of the Lima Interfaith
Celebration, Maha Zehery, after being presented with a tree to show
the group’s appreciation for his support through the years.

• David Berger’s 32 years
in office is the longest
of any Lima city chief
executive.
• David Berger’s salary
when he became
mayor in 1989 was
$52,004. When he left
office this year, it was
$125,811.
• Lima operated under a
city manager form of
government from 1921
to 1933.
• The 2021 election
marked both the first
time a woman has
been elected Lima’s
chief executive as
well as an AfricanAmerican.
• Ten men served repeat
tours of duty after
sitting out a term.
• Three of Lima’s 58
chief executives died
in office.

His grade card
Berger looked at each
election as a grade card
from Lima residents. In
that regard, he passed his
final exam on Nov. 2 when
his groomed successor
— chief of staff Sharetta
Smith — was elected to be
the next mayor of Lima.
When she takes office
Dec. 1, she not only will
be the first woman mayor
in Lima’s 179 years but
also will be the city’s first
African-American mayor.
Berger calls her executive style “welcoming,
visionary and thoroughly
competent” — something
Lima’s leadership saw in
him three decades ago.
“It has been my honor
to serve as Lima’s mayor
and CEO for 32 years,”
he wrote in a letter to
The Lima News. “I thank
everyone who collaborated
with me to bring about
positive, enduring, visible
change. In 1989, Lima
was in a downward spiral.
It took disciplined, perFile photo | The Lima News
sistent efforts to change
David Berger presents a toast to those attending the downtown
that trajectory, building
celebration “Toast to the City.”
the momentum we are
now witnessing, with the
in our relationship,” Mon- when Berger learned
strongest economy in
some members of Lima’s
ford said.
over four decades, 2,200
Muslim community were
He wasn’t surprised
being harassed. He quickly job openings in a 10 mile
Berger won all eight elecset up a breakfast meeting radius, exciting downtown
tions in which he ran.
“Berger had the support with the church leadership renewal and a decreasing
crime rate.”
in the region.
of the community — not
“We began a process
just the minority comBerger’s self-assessment
of talking about the fact
munity. He surrounded
no doubt will bring arguthat Muslims are a part
himself with some of the
ments from some people.
of our community and
top professionals and the
Monford, however, believes
best minds in our commu- our valuable neighbors,”
the legacy Berger leaves
Berger said. The breakfast will be hard to dispute.
nity,” Monford said. “He
became an annual event.
was the kind of person
“When you’re in any
“Whether it’s the Black
who felt comfortable walkkind of leadership for an
ing around whatever street community, or it’s the
extended period of time, it
or boulevard it was in the interfaith communities
provides the opportunity
— you know, our Jewish
city and communicating
for scrutiny,” the pastor
friends, Hindus, Budand mingling with every
said. “One thing about
dhists, others — I mean,
constituent, no matter
Berger is he raised the bar
to me, that is what makes for future administrations.
what their ethnicity or
Lima a special place. It’s
background was.”
He took the city of Lima
That was evident in the the diversity of our comand advanced it in a posiwake of Sept. 11, 2001,
tive way.”
munity,” Berger said.
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Mayor Berger, thank you for being a great
leader for our community.
We wish you the very best as you begin
your next chapter.
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